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Abstract

We demonstrate that some recently proposed itera�
tive identi�cation and control design schemes do not
necessarily converge to a local minimum of the design
objective in the case of a restricted complexity model�
There is� however� a link between these approaches
and a recently proposed iterative optimization based
control design procedure based on experimental data�
We show that if the achieved and the desired output
responses are perfectly matched� the schemes are �es�
sentially� equivalent under noise free conditions�

�� Introduction

Recently� so called iterative identi�cation and control
design schemes have received considerable attention�
See e�g� �	
� ��
 and ��
� These schemes iteratively
perform plant model identi�cation and model�based
controller update in the closed loop� The work in �

and ��
 is a continuation of these ideas� and there it is
shown that for certain control criteria� e�g� LQG� it is
possible to carry out the optimization using measure�
ments from the plant collected during �essentially�
normal operating conditions� No models of the plant
and the disturbance are required� In this contribu�
tion we show that there is a close relation between
the optimization based tuning algorithm in �
 and
the indirect schemes proposed for example in ��
 and
�	
� When Gauss�Newton steps are used� the opti�
mization procedure can be approximately expressed
as an identi�cation criterion� These two identi�cation
criteria become identical only if the achieved and de�
signed closed loops perfectly match each other� i�e�
only if the true system has been perfectly identi�ed�
We show that when the model is too simple� the indi�
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rect schemes fail to get close to the minimum of the
control criterion�

�� Criterion minimization

Let the true system be given by

y�t� � G��q�u�t� � v�t� �	�

where fv�t�g is a �process� disturbance� The out�
put� fy�t�g� from the true system will be called the
achieved response� We will use the following two de�
grees of freedom controller�

u�t� � Cr�q� ��r�t� � Cy�q� ��y�t� ���

where fr�t�g is an external reference signal and � rep�
resents the controller parameters� To ease the nota�
tion somewhat we will from now on omit the time
argument of the signals� In addition� whenever sig�
nals are obtained from the closed loop system with
the controller fCr���� Cy���g operating� we will in�
dicate this by using the ��argument� thus� y��� will
denote the output of the system �	� in feedback with
the controller ���� Let Td be a desired stable closed
loop response from reference signal to output signal

yd � Tdr� ���

The error between the achieved and desired response
�y��� � y���� yd is given by

�y��� �
Cr���G�

	 � Cy���G�
r � Tdr �

	

	 � Cy���G�
v� ��

It is natural to formulate the design objective as a
minimization of some norm of �y���� i�e�

�� � argmin
�

J��� � argmin
�

	

�
E
�
�y����

�
� ���

Here E denotes expectation over v and r which we as�
sume to be realizations of stationary stochastic pro�
cesses� With T���� and S���� denoting the achieved



closed loop response and the sensitivity function with
the controller fCr���� Cy���g� and given the statisti�
cal independence of r and v� J��� can be written as

J��� �
	

�
E
h
f�Td � T�����rg� � fS����vg�

i
���

The �rst term is the tracking error� the second term is
the contribution due to the disturbance� It is evident
from �� that J��� depends in a fairly complicated
way on �� Furthermore� the true system G� and the
spectrum of fvg are unknown� The problem we would
like to solve is to �nd a solution for � to the equation

� � J ���� � E ��y����y����
 � ���

This is done by taking repeated steps in a descent
direction

�i�� � �i � �iR
��
i J ���i�� ���

Here Ri is some appropriate positive de�nite matrix�
typically an estimate of the Hessian of J � such as
a Gauss�Newton approximation of this Hessian� As
stated this problem is intractable since it involves tak�
ing expectation� It is� however� exactly a problem
that can be attacked with stochastic approximation
procedures� where one replaces J � with an approxi�
mation based on the current samples� In order to do
this� the signal �y��i� its gradient �y

���i� is required� If
a model of the plant is available� then this model can
be used to compute this quantities� However� in �

and ��
 it is shown that �y��i� can be computed exactly
and that �y���i� can be computed approximately using
experimental data from �essentially� normal operat�
ing conditions only� No explicit model is needed�

�� Model based criterion minimization

Instead of going directly for the controller parame�
ters �� one may want to estimate a model G��� of the
open loop as an intermediate step� This is essentially
only a question of reparametrization of the controller
as a function of model parameters� � � ����� The
idea of optimization remains the same� it is the con�
trol performance criterion J������ of ��� that is min�
imized and not an identi�cation criterion� The gra�
dients C �r������ and C �y������ are now with respect
to the parameters � of the model� To compute these
can be quite complicated� c�f� pole placement and
LQG designs which involve Diophantine and Riccati
equations� In� for example the case of a pole place�
ment design� the reference model Td is �possibly� also
a function of ���

Td��� �
Cr���G���

	 � Cy���G���
� Sd��� �

	

	 � Cy���G���
�

���

�This will be the case when some of the zeros of the system
are preserved in the design�

so that yd yd���� As pointed out in ��
 it is possible
to write

�y��� � y���� yd��� � Sd����y��� �G���u����� �	��

Even after this rewriting� the minimization of
E���y�����
 cannot be viewed as a frequency weighted
identi�cation problem because the frequency weight�
ing Sd��� and the input and output signals all depend
on the unknown parameter vector �� However� an it�
erative procedure� that can be interpreted as identi�
�cation using closed loop signals followed by control
design� is obtained by keeping � �xed to �i� say� in
all places in this expression except for G���� i�e� at
the ith identi�cation iteration one could minimize a
square norm of the following errors�

e��� �i� � Sd��i� �y��i��G���u��i�� � �		�

Here y��i� and u��i� are the data obtained from the
true system with the ith controller �computed from
G��i�� operating on the system� The identi�cation
step now is

�i�� � argmin
�

F ��� �i� �	��

where F is the quadratic function

F �x� z� �
	

�
E
�
e��x� z�

�
�	��

The new parameter value �i�� and the new model
G��i��� is used to update the controller� the new con�
troller is applied to the true plant� new data are col�
lected and the procedure is repeated� This procedure
is suggested in ��
� The schemes found in �	
 and ��

also employ the same iterative identi�cation�control
procedure� They use control design objectives that
do not involve a prespeci�ed reference model Td� An
H� criterion of the closed loop transfer functions is
used in ��
� while Zang et�al� �	
 consider an LQG
criterion�

�� Comparing the minima of the objective

functions

We now examine the possibility that iterative identi�
�cation and control schemes based on the above idea
can converge to the minimum of J���� A convergence
point �� of the procedure satis�es

�� � argmin
�

F ��� ���� �	�

A necessary condition for this is

Fx��
�� ��� � �� �	��



This should be compared with the necessary condi
tion for a minimizing point �� of J��� � F ��� ���

J ����� � Fx��
�� ��� � Fz��

�� ��� � �� �	��

Thus� unless F is chosen properly� �� does not have
to satisfy �	�� in order to be a minimizing point for
J���� The following example gives some insight�
Example� Let

y�t� � G��q�u�t� �H��q�e�t��

where feg is a zero mean white noise sequence with
unit variance and where

G��q� �
bq��

	� aq��
� H��q� � 	 � aq��� jaj � 	�

For simplicity we shall assume that the noise model
H� is known� i�e� H � H�� Suppose now that the
purpose is to construct a minimum variance controller

Cy��� �
H � 	

G���
�	��

When the true system is in the model set� i�e� there
is a �� such that G���� � G�� it is easy to verify that
�� satis�es �	��� Thus it is possible for the iterative
scheme to converge to the �non�restricted� optimal
controller� However� the situation changes if we con�
sider a restricted complexity model� Let the model
structure now be

G��� � �q��� H�q� � H��q��

Then �	�� gives Cy � a�� and the output of the closed
loop system then becomes

y�t� �
	� a�q��

	� 	q��
e�t�

where 	 � a�	� b���� This gives the output variance

J��� � E�y��t�
 �
	 � a� � �a�	�

	� 	�

Minimizing this expression gives �� � b� Hence the
optimal restricted complexity control law is

u� � �a

b
y�t�

which gives the optimal closed loop pole 	� � ��
Turning to the iterative identi�cation and control de�
sign schemes the expression �		�� in this example� is

e�x� z� � Sd�z��y�z��G�x�u�z��

�
	 � ax

z
q��

	 � aq��
y�z�

Hence� the partial derivative of �	�� w�r�t� its �rst
argument becomes

Fx��� �� � E �e��� �� � ex��� ��
 �	��

�
a

��	� 	��

��a	� � �	� a��	� a�
�

A convergence point � � �� must satisfy �	��� and
hence 	 has to satisfy

a	� � �	� a��	 � a� � � �	��

It is easy to show that the stable solution �j	j � 	� is

	� �
	� a� �p

	� �a� � �a�

�a
a �� �

and 	� � � for a � �� As a function of a� 	� is
continuous in the interval �	 � a � 	� Furthermore

lim
a���

�

	� � 	 and lim
a���

	� � �	�

Thus� the identi�cation based iterative scheme for
this restricted complexity model situation has a sta�
tionary point which corresponds to a closed loop pole
which can be anywhere in the interval ��	� 	�� de�
pending on the open loop pole a whereas the optimal
closed loop pole is at the origin regardless of a�

�� Numerical comparison

Let us now consider the problem of �nding a con�
troller for a third order system� In the indirect ap�
proach it will be identi�ed using output error �OE�
models of �rst order� The control design will be
done using pole placement� and the design variable
in the controller design will be the closed loop band�
width 
B� The reference signal is white noise �ltered
through a low pass �lter with bandwidth 
B � The it�
erative design schemes starts by identifying a model
from open loop data� The model is then used in the
design of a pole placement regulator which is used for
collecting a new set of data from the system� now act�
ing in closed loop� This procedure is repeated until
convergence and the value of the criterion after the
last iteration is used for comparison� In each iden�
ti�cation step the designed sensitivity function from
the previous iteration is used as pre�lter� The results
of the simulations can be found in Table 	 where the
achieved cost J of ��� are shown� It can be seen that
for low designed bandwidths the iterative identi�ca�
tion and control scheme performs very well� How�
ever� as the bandwidth is increased� the performance
deteriorates dramatically� A reason is that the opti�
mal �reduced complexity� control laws for the higher
bandwidths correspond to unstable models� while OE



models always are stable� Hence� it is in these cases
impossible for these schemes to give the optimal con�
troller� Unstable models can of course be obtained
using the ARX model structure� but only minor im�
provements are obtained using this structure�

�B Iterative Optimization Iter�Id��Control

� ��� � ���� ��� � ����

� ��� � ���� ��� � ����

	 
�� � ���� ��
 � ����

� ��	 � ���� ��� � ����

� ��
 � ���� 
�
 � ����

� 
�� � ���� � � ����

 ��� � ���� ��� � ����


 ��� � ���� ��� � ����

� 	�� � ���� ��� � ����

�� ��� � ���� �� � ����

Table �� Loss function using Gauss�Newton optimiza�
tion and iterative identi�cation and control

	� Approximating the Gauss Newton

minimization step by an identi
cation step

We will now show that each Gauss Newton iteration
in the direct minimization procedure can be approx�
imated by an identi�cation step� For simplicity we
consider only the disturbance rejection problem� i�e�

r � �� The servo problem gives the same result but
the technical details are a lot more involved� We use
the following simple model reference scheme

Cy��� �
S��d � 	

G���
� ����

Here Sd represents a desired sensitivity function and
is therefore a �xed ���independent� quantity� For de�
sign methods such as LQG� Sd��� is the result of a
model based optimization procedure and the results
below are only valid approximately� Recall that in the
H� iterative identi�cation and control procedure� the
identi�cation step minimizes �w�r�t� �� the quadratic
norm of �		��

e��� �i� � Sd�y��i��G���u��i��� ��	�

where Sd is now independent of �� and remember that
�y��� � e��� ��� The key to link the minimization of
the quadratic norm of this signal to the optimization
procedure is the following technical result� which is
proven in ��
�

Lemma� Let �zi��� be a �rst order Taylor expansion
of �y��� around �i�

�zi��� � �y��i� � �y���i��� � �i�� ����

Then the Gauss Newton update �i��� with �i 	� is
the solution of the minimization problem

�i�� � argmin
�

	

N

NX
�

�
�z�i �t� ��

�
� ����

Let us now derive an expression for �zi���� For the
present case of disturbance rejection �i�e� r � ��� we
have�

�y��� � Sd�y��� �G���u���� �
	

	 �G�Cy���
v � y����

with Cy as given in ����� Simple manipulations then
show that

�y���� � S�����	� S�����
	

G���
G����v ���

Next notice that

G���i��� � �i� � G��� �G��i� ����

for � close to �i� Thus�

�y���i�����i� � S���i��	�S���i�� 	

G��i�
�G����G��i��v

����
which� after some simpli�cations� gives

�zi��� � S���i�

�
S���i� �G����	� S���i��

	

G��i�

�
v�

����
We now compare this expression with that of e��� �i�
in ��	�� and we observe that� if the achieved and de�
sired sensitivity functions coincide� i�e�

S���i� �
	

	 � Cy��i�G��i�
�

	

	 � Cy��i�G�
� Sd�

then ���� gives

�zi��� � Sd �y��i��G���u��i�� � e��� �i�� ����

In view of ���� and ����� it follows that identifying a

model G��� by minimizing
PN

� �e��� �i��
� with e��� �i�

as in ��	� is approximately equivalent to taking a
Gauss�Newton step in the minimization of J��� pro�
vided the true sensitivity function S���i� coincides
with the designed Sd� We conclude that the least
squares identi�cation step used in the iterative H�

identi�cation and control schemes approximates the
Gauss Newton step in the direct minimization scheme
only if the present closed loop model is very close to
the true closed loop system� A question that now re�
mains is whether the Gauss�Newton step can be ex�
pressed as an identi�cation step also in the case when
the model does not coincide with the true system�
We will thus attempt to formulate the minimization



of
P

� zi ��� as an identi�cation problem no matter
what G��i� is� Denote the right hand side of ���� by
wi����

wi��� � S����i�v �G���S���i��	� S���i��
	

G��i�
v�

����
The signals S����i�v and S���i��	� S���i��

�
G��i	

v can

be obtained from two closed loop experiments� In the
�rst experiment� the reference signal is zero� since we
are doing disturbance rejection� In the second exper�
iment one should use the output signal from the �rst
experiment as reference signal� Let as usual super�
script j denote the experiment number� then

�yi
def
� y�i � y�i � S����i�v

�
i � S���i�v

�
i ����

�ui
def
� � 	

G��i�
y�i � ��	� S���i��S���i�

	

G��i�
v�i

� 	

G��i�
S���i�v

�
i � ��	�

Thus� neglecting the disturbance in the second exper�
iment� we have

�yi � G����ui � S����i�v
�
i

� G���S���i��	� S���i��
	

G��i�
v�i ����

� S���i��
G���

G��i�
� 	�v�i � wi����

and therefore� �zi��� � �yi � G����ui� This shows that
the minimization of ���� can be interpreted as an
identi�cation problem� We observe that two exper�
iments with di�erent reference signals are needed�
Furthermore� we have neglected the in�uence of the
disturbance in the second experiment� Taking this
term into account we have

�yi �G����ui � wi��� �
G��i��G���

G��i�
S���i�v

�
i �

Thus� if �i�� is chosen as the minimum of the
quadratic norm of �yi � G����ui� this new parameter
will be biased towards the previous one� �i� since the
term

E

��
G��i��G���

G��i�
S���i�v

�
i

	�



is minimized by � � �i� New parameter values will
tend to stick to old ones and this can cause the pro�
cedure to converge� not to the desired local mini�
mum of J���� but to some other point� Thus� we
conclude that it is better to use an explicit Gauss�
Newton step instead of the identi�cation based pro�
cedure presented in this section� With a direct Gauss�
Newton step one also avoids having to solve an iden�
ti�cation step which itself requires an iterative min�
imization procedure� Before we close this section let

us point out that for design methods other than ����
the derivations are only approximate� Several addi�
tional terms are then involved in the expression ����

�� Conclusions

We have compared two approaches to iterative con�
troller design� It has been shown that the schemes
proposed in ��
 and �	
 do not necessarily converge to
a local minimum of the design criterion if the mod�
eling error is non�zero� With the iterative optimiza�
tion approach in �
 and ��
� convergence to a local
minimum does indeed take place under the assump�
tion of boundedness of the signals in the loop� When
the method from �
 is used in an indirect �model
based� scheme� this approach becomes an iterative
model update and control design procedure� With a
Gauss Newton parameter update and a model refer�
ence control design procedure� we have shown that
the model update step can be approximated by a
least squares identi�cation step� but with a bias error
due to a disturbance� This identi�cation step dif�
fers from the identi�cation steps in e�g� ��
 and �	
�
in the way that the least�squares criterion contains
an additional term which is obtained from a second
experiment� This term is the explanation why the
optimization based method does converge regardless
of the model error� This term vanishes when the
achieved and desired loops are identical� Thus� under
this condition the Gauss�Newton identi�cation step
becomes �essentially� identical to the corresponding
identi�cation steps in the algorithms of ��
 and �	
�
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